THE DEATH OF THE MONARCHY
still alive. Charles attended the debate in the Lords and
supported the Bill. He had no intention of getting rid of his
wife and marrying again for the sake of having a son, but his
attitude would make his enemies think he might do so or
keep them in fear. In this, as in everything else, he was playing
to strengthen his hand against the rich men who were trying
to destroy the last of the monarchy, and in supporting this
innovation of 'terminable marriage' he weakened his foes by
confusing them.
The Duke of York was against the Divorce Bill both as a
Catholic and as presumptive heir to the throne. The bench
of bishops did not vote against it in a body; two of them
favoured the new doctrine in morals, but the laymen felt so
strongly that the Bill became law by a majority of two only.
Htti the Protestant bishops been agreed on that one point of
doctrine this religious revolution would have failed; but they
were not. The innovation was thought shocking, and for many
years—till 1692—there was no repetition of it. After 1715 the
thing becomes commoner, a divorce taking place once a year on
the average. After 1775 it is three a year. Till 1857 divorce
remained a privilege of the very rich, for the cost of getting
a Bill through Parliament is very great. Divorce after that date
was made part of general law, but still cost a considerable amount
in payment to the lawyers, so that the mass of working people
were not affected. But the morality of divorce has come by
this time to be taken for granted in England, and will doubtless
in the near future become universal. The denial of no other
Christian doctrine can have such a profound effect on the whole
structure of society.
Shaftesbury. Abroad the French armies in 1672 overran
all Holland save the maritime parts near the coast which lay
behind the sea-level. De Witt was murdered; young Orange
flooded the lowlands. The surrender to Louis was not made.
The King of England used his fleet to help the French, as he
had engaged, and his subjects so hated the Dutch that the drawn
battles the Duke of York fought at sea were popular; but the
French alliance was not so, and the raising of a military force
terrified and angered the rich men in Parliament, who dreaded
most of all to see the monarchy armed. Once more Charles
put forward a demand for religious toleration, and once more
was forced to give way to the clamour of his enemies.
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